
60cm wide x 40cm deep x 40cm high

Top quality materials and workmanship

Well-padded sides, Forma Frame supports

Crash tested safety using ISOFIX attachments

Reinforced base and top, with carrying handle

Removable quilted liner

Internal two point fi xing collar / harness clip

UV protecting mesh doors and side window

All structural parts easily removed for hand 
washing (max 30°C)

Useful at home and away as well as on the 
journey

Easily folded fl at for storage

The Jet Set Jumbo is the best in-car carrier 
for smaller breeds that we’ve seen anywhere 
– dogs really like it, owners really like it, and 
it’s safe, using child-seat ISOFIX attachment 
points. For pets up to 15.5kg (35 lbs).

Jet Set Jumbo

Features
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Dogs really like it: The internal black fabric is soft, 
warm, and cosy; this all helps dogs to settle down quickly.  
The claw-proof mesh panels at each end can be zipped 
shut or rolled up, and there’s a window cover at the side 
which can be held open as required.  The mesh also gives 
ultra-violet protection and darkens the interior. 

Owners really like it: It’s made from very tough 1800 
Denier ballistic nylon, well-padded and waterproof.  Dog 
hair and wet or dry mud will stay in the bag, not on the 
car seats.  It’s light, easy to move around, and it can’t 
damage the car when being lifted in and out. It’s held in 
shape with two concealed ‘Forma Frame’ supports, and 
can quickly be folded fl at for storage.  The supports, and 
the strong rigid base and top, can easily be removed so 
the bag can be washed.

It’s safe: It’s been crash-tested at 30mph and approved 
to rigorous USA standards.  It needs to be clipped to a 
car’s rear seat ISOFIX attachment points.  The material 
fl exed in the crash tests to absorb the kinetic energy, 
protecting both the dog and the humans. Unrestrained 
dogs could do lethal damage to themselves and human 
passengers; even an unrestrained 5.5kg dog (e.g. a 
medium-sized terrier) will fl y forward in a 30mph crash 
with a force equivalent to 295kg.



Find your ISOFIX anchor point...

Locate the ISOFIX latch anchor points and clip in

Fitting the Jet Set Jumbo

...and clip in!

Find your 3rd anchor point... ...and clip in. Adjust the long strap as 
necessary

ISOFIX point
3rd anchor point

ISOFIX pointFinished fitting
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